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BAKES SENSE
01
Bakes Sense is a cookie dough business that was just starting up. I was 
tasked to create a branding guide that was sophisticated yet approachable 
in addition to formulating creative descriptions for each item. Bakes Sense’s 
identity was later extended to digital marketing content by way of designing 
posts, stories, and display ads.

Promotional Post | Facebook Campaign Identity | Branding Guide
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Carousel Post | Instagram Campaign

Large Post | Instagram Campaign Regular Post | Instagram Campaign
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Story | Instagram Campaign Story | Instagram Campaign Profile | Instagram

Ad Post | Instagram Campaign Carousel Post | Instagram Campaign
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CREATIVES x BEIRUT
02

Branded Gym Bag 

Sold as a fund-raising item 
during the Basel x Beirut event 

Creatives x Beirut is an initiative that supports Lebanese creatives by connecting 
them with other creative scenes around the world. We have already held our first 
major event, hosting the Basel x Beirut fund-raiser in Basel, Switzerland. 

As an initiative, we created a brand and sub-brand offshoots with 
a powerful recognition value. Our visual identity is used to push 
our cause and tell the stories of the victims and collaborators  
of Creatives x Beirut by publishing reports, posts, stories,  
video content, and even physical gift items. 

We have also heavily used our digital resence 
to campaign for the Swiss Caritas Award in 
addition to successfully reaching our online 
crowd-funding goal by attracting donors 
from all over the world.  
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Carousel Post | Impact Report Cover - Instagram Campaign

Carousel Post | Impact Report Content  - Instagram Campaign

Logo Variations | Sub-brands

Logo

Icon

Branded T-Shirt  

Worn on-site by volunteers and later sold as a 
gift item due to the high number of requests. 
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Carousel Post | Impact Report Content - Instagram Video Interviews | YouTube Channel

Instagram Stories | Caritas Award Campaigning and Voting Instructions

.
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JAYPAY AGENCY
03
JayPay is a creative digital agency that was in need of a landing page and digital display 
ads. I created and later merged two design concepts that entice and reel in potential 
clients by way of a free consultation call. The project’s scope included designing an 
icon set, a registration form, attention-grabbing visuals, as well as revising the given 
copywriting to fit in with the new design concepts. 

Landing Page | Website
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Full Landing Page | Website Icon Design | Website Registration Form | Website

Call-to-Action Graphic | Website
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Large Mobile Banner | Digital Display Ad

Large Mobile Banner | Digital Display Ad

Half Page | Digital Display Ad

Half Page | Digital Display Ad

Medium Rectangle | Digital Display Ad

Medium Rectangle | Digital Display Ad

Leaderboard | Digital Display Ad

Leaderboard | Digital Display Ad
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LADS INTERIORS
04

LADS Interiors is an interior design agency that attracts its clientele mainly through 
social media. For this reason, I was asked to design a visual identity that included a 
logo and an easily recognizable icon. At a later stage, I made sure to heavily feature 
their icon in all their digital content in order to raise brand awareness and promote 
their services on their social media channels. 

Logo | Icon Conception

Large Promotional Post | Facebook

Promotional Post | Facebook

Holiday Posts | Instagram
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LI BRANDING
05
‘Li’ is a nature retreat inspired by the spirit and techniques of permaculture to provide 
an educational space where people can reconnect to nature, learn sustainable farming, 
and participate in earth-house building. 

I was approached by the founder of ‘Li’ to create a new identity based on my 
volunteering experience. My logo design was inspired by the nearby Damour River 
and surrounding mountains during sunrise. I later extended Li’s new visual identity to 
include branded packaging labels for the organic products sold on-site. 

Branded Juice Box 

Handcrafted and organic  
Kombucha sold on site

Logo | Signage

Branding | Packaging - Organic Product Line
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ARTIFICIAL IDIOT
06
A cyberpunk awareness campaign and article. 

Artificial Idiot is a series of posters that take a jab at today’s digital age. It acts as 
a warning to the bleak path society is taking due to its absolute dependency on 
technology. The deliberate use of RGB colors in each illustration’s pixelated context 
accentuates the blurred line between the physical and digital worlds. 

Despite its cynical and disturbing undertone, Artificial Idiot is essentially a 
cautionary tale to thwart humanity’s greatest innovations taking precedence over 
general human well-being. The three thought-provoking themes are used to depict a 
dystopian future where people are out of touch with their physical world, reality, and 
worst of all, themselves.


